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Fiesta Fun!

Fiesta Fun! is a lively event where corporate groups will experience the sights, sounds, and
flavors of Mexico! In this exciting contest, participants compete to make their own brand of
salsa, guacamole, and golden margaritas!

To the beat of Mexican music, the program kicks off with a series of team building
icebreakers. Next, teams select a captain, work on their unique recipes, develop a name
and logo and write a jingle to market their creations. Tables equipped with all the required
utensils and an abundance of ingredients are supplied.

Throughout the program, each group earns points by completing themed challenges on
Apple iPads®, while capturing memories of this truly delicious event with photos and video
of all the action.

Each team will have a designated table equipped with all the required utensils and an
abundance of ingredients to make their recipes unique.

Once the preparations are completed, the culinary capers begin! Each team will perform

their jingle and present their creations to the judges who will score them on creativity,

presentation, and taste. All winning team members will receive medals for their culinary

masterpieces. Olé!

To ensure a great experience, aspects of this event may be modified for your group size,
group makeup, time available, and other variables.

Clients Talk About this Program
  

Our group loved the Fiesta Fun event! The best aspect of the program was the opportunity
to create on multiple levels as a group. Either cooking, taking pictures or answering trivia on
the iPads - the entire group had to come together. The most fun was the group social after
the judging.
Melain - Google-YouTube

For photos and video, please visit our website at 
https://bestcorporateevents.com/programs/fiesta-fun  

  Or Scan QR Code to visit our website:
  

  Program Details

  
Group Size:

30 to 1,000+

Team Size:

10

Program Length:

1.5 to 2 hours

Space Requirement

25 sq. ft. per person

Setting:

Indoor / Outdoor

Physicality:

  What's Included?
  

  Pricing varies depending upon the
number of participants (minimum of
30) and includes the program design,
facilitators, master of ceremonies,
knives, spoons, bowls, cutting boards,
pots, team packets, award medals,
and complete event coordination. 
Client covers the cost of the
ingredients for the Salsa,
Guacamole, Sangria or Margaritas
as provided by the venue. 
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